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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you,        for that great introduction.  Glad to be with you all today. The “Reaching In” component of the title refers to the FDA Library, which supports the work of staff within our agency, and we spend much of our time learning about their needs.  Paul Bove, our social media guru,  couldn’t be here with us today – he’s very recently become a new dad – but he created some slides for this talk.  These will cover how the agency uses social media to learn how we can better meet the needs of, and reach out to, the public.





FDA provides for the safety, 
effectiveness, quality, and security of 
the products it regulates.

Without it…
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Presentation Notes
Read quote, from FDA.gov

Let’s see a glimpse of life before the Food & Drug Administration.



FDA History Office

"B,o", H,mnl BI~, 
r ... Fo. 

MA STITIS lor Car", 

ASK I NS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These “patent medicine,” or “quack” products, are courtesy of the FDA History Office.   There are still modern equivalents out there, of course.  You need only to go to the For Consumers area of the FDA.gov website to see them.  I’ll be talking more about product recalls in the social media part of the presentation.

The FDA Library supports the agency’s mission.  As FDA’s scope changes, so does the scope of its Library.



FDA Regulates=FDA Library collection 
contains resources covering: 

• Food - except for meat from livestock, poultry and some egg 
products 

• Drugs 
• Medical Devices 
• Radiation - Emitting Products 
• Vaccines , Blood and Biologics 
• Animal Feed, Pet Food, and Animal Drugs 
~ Cosmetics 

• Tobacco 

FDA Library 
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(Read the list, naming corresponding Centers).

Since the FDA Library serves the entire agency, we acquire resources and answer information requests concerning all of these product categories. 

Tobacco is the most recent addition.  The Center for Tobacco Products is responsible for carrying out the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act, which Congress passed in 2009.    Just like most businesses these days, the agency and the Library have diversified.






 

U.S. Headquarters staff


 

U.S. and territories field staff (i.e., inspectors)


 

Offices:
Asia-Pacific
China
India
Latin America
Europe



 

Sub-Saharan Africa Post

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of these categories of staff are potential Library customers.  Unlike customers in the public sector, we do not charge our customers any fees for services.    




Bureau of Chemistry Library, circa 1910

.. FDA Library 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an early photo of the Library’s beginnings in the former Bureau of Chemistry.  The Bureau of Foods grew out of this organization, then part of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.  It established a library in 1948, which we consider our founding year.  



FDA Library 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this is our Library now.  We have space for reading, browsing, individual work, and collaboration for the use of FDA staff, and members of the public by appointment.  In front of the windows is a terrace, where people can read, eat, chat or just watch the tiny people walking below.



• 22 staff located in White Oak, Maryland, and at 
the National Center for Toxicological Research in 
Jefferson, Arkansas

• Website with
~17,000 electronic books
More than 40,000 electronic journals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We do a lot of teleconferencing here, so we can include the two staffers in Arkansas in our meetings and activities.  It becomes awkward when those meetings involve food, because we haven’t yet figured out how to share food over the phone lines.

The Library has an intranet website with virtual resources for FDA staff.  It includes tens of thousands of online books and journals.  There is a link resolver that enables customers to link to full text from many of our database offerings.





Library Services

• Hundreds of print books,  journals, and 
other formats (CD, DVD, microfilm, 
microfiche, among others)

• More than 75 databases and other online 
resources, several with mobile versions

• Ask a Librarian

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And yes, we do have print.  Certain resources lend themselves to browsing or are not duplicated online.  We also have historical print collections, such as the FDA History Collection and the Pharmacy History Collection. People in such as units as the Office of Prescription Drug Promotion need to be able to see the advertisements.

We also provide a collection of online databases that relate to the work of people in our agency.  This collection is often changing throughout the course of the year.

Ask a Librarian is our online reference service.  Customers can ask a short question, request a literature search or informal training, recommend resources, or provide feedback.  FDA staff can use it to place requests even when the Library is not staffed.  Once the assigned Library staff monitor for the day arrives in the office, she checks for incoming requests each hour of the business day, and routes them to the appropriate librarian or technician. 




Services, continued

•Document Delivery

•Literature searches

•Project consultations

•Citation Management

•Bibliometrics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We use the ILLiad program to handle document delivery requests, and a team of 8 technicians fill them.  We reach out to lenders mostly through OCLC.

We do literature searches for customers, or consult with them on options for doing their own.  Some of us have subject specialties for literature searching; in areas including medical devices, food, chemistry, and animal welfare.

We also offer Reference Manager and EndNote assistance and training, to help staff who write papers or do systematic reviews.

In the last couple of years, we’ve also begun to help researchers use bibliometrics tools that enable them to measure their individual, and sometimes unit, publication productivity.

All of our services are designed to save FDA staff time, so they can pursue their own areas of expertise.



What makes our jobs challenging also makes them interesting!

•Awareness of our services

•Meeting resource needs of different customer bases

•Helping customers use our resources

•Obtaining feedback

•Measuring performance

•Professional development
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What makes our jobs challenging also makes them interesting!

I’ll now be talking about some of the recurring issues that the FDA Library staff faces, and how we’re currently handling them.  




Awareness of our services

• Attending and participating in FDA events
• New Employee Orientation/Library Orientation
• FDA Notices
• Website

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain CDRH OAD/features of photo (“Ask us about:” poster, TV monitor for demos, etc.)

A librarian is a part of FDA New Employee Orientations, and we offer a scheduled Library Orientation each month, plus others on demand.

Library staff also use FDA Notices, an email and RSS feed that reaches all FDA staff, to post a Library Tip that runs twice weekly, announce our outreach events and training, and publicize important Library news, such as changes in our resources.  More about that later.

Our intranet website features a large graphic—I’ll show you one of these shortly—to promote our resources and services.








• Ask a Librarian 

• FDA Notices

• Focus groups/liaison

Meeting resource needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned briefly earlier, we offer within Ask a Librarian the opportunity for customers to recommend a resource that is—
or would be—useful to them. We consider these resource recommendations when money becomes available for purchases.  Sometimes we’re able to offer free trials of resources.  The customer feedback from these free trials strongly influences whether or not we decide to purchase the resources later.

We sometimes use the FDA Notices to alert customers to new resources, and changes in our resources mix, often inviting them to comment.

We also have held focus groups with customers throughout the agency, conducted by FDA volunteers with training in this area, or by outside professionals. Participant responses have been a catalyst for changes to our mix of products and services.  

We’ve also recently conducted a liaison pilot with some of our Center for Biologics researchers based at NIH, partly to assess their resource needs for when they move to White Oak this May.  



• Training on Demand
• Librarian-led training
• Vendor Training 
• Website

Helping

 

Customers Use Resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes

Explain feature graphic, arrows to jump to 2 others, changed at least weekly.

We are always looking for innovative ways to help our customers use the electronic resources we provide on our website.  Currently, we offer several options for training:  

Training on demand, in which customers contact us about their training needs, and we schedule a mutually convenient day and time to do the training in person or as a webinar.  This can be one-on-one, for small groups, or as invitations to customers’ meetings.  

Librarian-led training, as well as vendor training, are scheduled, formal classes, usually under 2 hours, that are listed in a training calendar on our website.  Usually a librarian, along with a backup, is responsible for specific classes, and for scheduling training with the vendors themselves from 1-4 times a year.

Our website also offers tutorials for using our resources and services, and links to some of these from our vendors.



Obtaining Feedback

•Evaluations

•Adobe Connect polling

•SharePoint

•Literature search evaluation

•Focus groups

Presenter
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We obtain feedback through several channels.  There is the Ask a Librarian form that you see on the screen, which is often used for comments, compliments, or complaints about our services.  

For training, we offer evaluation forms both in paper and writeable PDF formats.  These evaluations are used to collect information in the form of both ratings and comments, and to learn about other training the customers would like to receive.  For more immediate responses, we’ve used Adobe Connect polling to ask some of the evaluation questions.  

We’re relative newbies to SharePoint, having just begun to use it in late 2012,  both as a Library workspace and as a means to communicate with customers.  Last year, we used its survey component to get feedback regarding what they’d like to see in a potential Writer’s Center, which could help FDA writers with such services as light editing, links to FDA and outside writing resources on our website, and consultations on how to use citation management and bilbliometrics programs in their work.  One significant thing we learned is that we have a lot of FDA staff for whom English is a second language, who told us they really wanted a reliable second pair of eyes to check their spelling, grammar and sentence structure.

Last year, we came up with a process for evaluating literature searches by following up with customers.  However, this has been temporarily on hold due to the October government shutdown, November Library renovations, and the manager in charge of this project’s December retirement.

I’d mentioned earlier the focus groups, which we also used to gather feedback on our services as well as on the products we offer.  




Measuring performance  -

 

a work in progress!

•Statistics
• Ask a Librarian
• ILLiad
• Web page hits
• Training and Outreach

•Qualitative metrics

Presenter
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How well are we, as a library, doing in different areas?  We have collected various types of statistics over the years, some more meaningful than others.  Such products as Ask a Librarian, ILLiad, FDA’s web content management system, and our training and outreach spreadsheet, below, all can be mined for numbers describing our progress. 

We’re also looking into how to better harness qualitative measures of success, such as the knowledge that we’ve provided information that has influenced the outcome of product reviews, new regulations, and the like.   Right now, we only know this when we ask our customers, when they tell us, or when a particular subject we’ve researched hits the news. 

Several of us have attended classes and conference sessions on Library metrics, and we are in the process of pooling our knowledge, as part of our current strategic plan.





Professional Development

•Professional and technical staff meetings

•In-services
Librarian
Vendor
FDA Staff

•Attending FDA meetings

•Free and nominal-cost training

•Consortia/FEDLINK

Presenter
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One of the things I like most about my job is that I’m always learning.  

We hold once-weekly staff meetings during which we share information about what we’re working on, and to discuss issues pertinent to all of us. Sometimes these meetings include informal in-service training, during which we call on staff to volunteer to perform various tasks in the systems we use.  This exercise occasionally helps us improve processes, and also serves as a way to anonymously train staff who weren’t aware of, or were struggling with those tasks.

In the past we’ve held in-service trainings, often brown bags, some just for library staff, some open to all FDA staff. Topics have ranged from subject-specific information sources, to publishing tips, to favorite library blogs.  We’ve also occasionally arranged staff tours of other government libraries, so we can learn more from them.

Librarians also try to attend FDA lectures and meetings not only to promote our services, but also to learn more about our customers’ needs, to gain a greater understanding of specific topics, or to make personal contacts with subject matter experts.

We also try to take relevant free or inexpensive classes from vendors of training in library topics, such as Special Libraries Association, National Network of Libraries of Medicine (NNLM), InfoPeople, WebJunction, and Coursera.

In the government realm, the FDA Library is a member of FEDLINK, a consortium of federal libraries.  Among its offerings are free and reduced-rate access to resources and skills training, as well as attendance at library conferences.   We also learn from other federal health library colleagues at semi-annual meetings of the HHS Libraries Consortium.   Meeting topics have included open access and electronic resources management.








In sum…



 

We change and grow with the mission and scope of 
the agency.



 

We save FDA staff time, so they can concentrate on 
their jobs.



 

We’re continually working to improve our outreach 
and our service to current and potential customers.

FDA Library 



Social Media = Communication
FDA is using these tools to get our messages where 
people are. We reach out to communities.

o '~ 
• 
• 

Presenter
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It’s important that we get our message to where people are – and that’s in social media communities. General website browsing is down significantly over the past several years, and just showing up in a high google search ranking, while important, isn’t enough. We have to be where the conversation is.  That means checking trends and stats to find out the demographics of various social media sites. 

YouTube,  for example, with its high consumer and youthful demographic, seemed a natural medium for edgier content like FDA’s “Real Cost” tobacco information campaign—you may have already seen the ads with the beautiful models with ugly yellow teeth and wrinkles.







 

1 Facebook Page
◦

 
~21,000 Followers



 

10 Twitter Accounts 
◦

 
~7800 followers on @US_FDA
◦

 
~252,000 followers on @FDARecalls



 

1 Flickr Account
◦

 
~100,000 Views of recalls (over 3 years) 



 

2 Blogs


 

1 YouTube Channel
◦

 
1.3 Million Upload Views

Presenter
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This was FDA two years ago. We participated, and still do, in popular sites that are frequented by healthcare professionals, non-profits, medical experts, consumers, patients, and others who might benefit by knowing what the FDA does.   





 

1 Facebook Page 
◦

 
113,500 Likes (440% increase)



 

13 Twitter Accounts (over 750,000 total 
followers)
◦

 
51,500 Followers on @US_FDA (560% Increase)

◦

 
462,000 on @FDARecalls (83% increase)

Presenter
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We’ve boosted  our numbers exponentially by providing better, more engaging information.  And by asking people what they want to learn about. 

Facebook demographics trend more toward consumers than to health professionals, so the FDA tends to put its Consumer updates and other content written for the general public there. 

Twitter chats are a way to reach people and see what they think, such as “Ask us about foodborne illness.”  Subject matter experts look at the questions, type out answers, and submit them to the Twittersphere.  

A significant use of Twitter is instant product recall information via RSS feed—no lag time.  This is considered an essential service, it was continued during the government shutdown.







 

1 Flickr Account
◦

 
~47,500 Views of recalled items in 2013



 

2 Blogs


 

1 LinkedIn Account


 

1 YouTube Channel
◦

 
2.69 Million Upload Views (106% increase)



 

1 Pinterest Account

Presenter
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Flickr is our photo stream, which has more than 75 sets of photos, on such topics as FDA history, food safety, and combatting counterfeiting.  If you visit, you’ll see my youngest daughter in the “Treating Kids with Asthma” set.  A very significant set is that of recalled products – more about that later.

Our blogs are the FDA Voice, which focuses on the people of FDA, and FDA Transparency, focusing on its activities.  Both are designed to elicit comments from the public – their opinions, and what they’d like to see covered in the future.

LinkedIn is still a work in progress, but will probably target two main communities: job seekers, and groups of healthcare professionals.  FDA staff on LinkedIn may post messages, such as a recent one on Diabetes and Minorities, to engage with interested groups that might spread the information or become future partners in communications projects.

As you can see, the FDA YouTube channel uploads have increased over 100 percent – which means we must be targeting our content better.

And  Pinterest, with its overwhelmingly female viewer demographics, was a natural fit for content from our Office of Women’s Health.   It includes a lot of quick visuals with minimal text, such as “How Trans Facts Affect the Body.”





We’ve seen an increase in numbers.

But how do we give our audience a better 
experience?



ENGAGEMENT 
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We ask audiences what they want. And we try to create content that provides them with news that’s relevant to them. An example was during last year’s National Consumer Protection Week when we asked our audiences, via Twitter and Facebook, what they want to know about health fraud scams. We compiled the results and sent them to the Commissioner and FDA’s National Health Fraud Coordinator. They chose a few and answered the questions via a video blog, which we then posted on YouTube and disseminated via our other social sites. This was a great example of engaging directly with our audiences to find out what was on their minds. 





 

We use our social tools to reach out and ask 
our communities what they want, and also 
offer them information they don’t know we 
have.
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A lot of people have a general idea about what the FDA does, but most people don’t know everything that falls under our purview. So we’re trying to provide them with important, timely material that will not only educate them, but also help inform them about what we do. For example, by sharing our product recalls that link to Flickr images, we’re giving consumers a place to view, with no ambiguity, exactly what has been recalled so they know not to buy it at the store. 

As Paul says, “we post what people want, where they hang out.”



Thank you!

Paul F. Bove

(301) 796-9556

paul.bove@fda.hhs.gov

FDA Social Media

Full Directory: 
http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Interactiv

 
eMedia/default.htm

Facebook: www.facebook.com/FDA

Twitter: @US_FDA


 

@FDARecalls

Flickr: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/fdaphotos/

YouTube: 
https://www.youtube.com/user/USFoodan

 
dDrugAdmin

Presenter
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And here are some of the links referred to in the presentation – this slideshow, with active links, will be posted on SLA’s website.  

Call or email Paul with any questions about our social media endeavors.


mailto:Joanne.berger@fda.hhs.gov
http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/InteractiveMedia/default.htm
http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/InteractiveMedia/default.htm
http://www.facebook.com/FDA
http://www.flickr.com/photos/fdaphotos/
https://www.youtube.com/user/USFoodandDrugAdmin
https://www.youtube.com/user/USFoodandDrugAdmin


Thank you!

Joanne Berger

(301) 796-2005

Joanne.berger@fda.hhs.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you all for listening.   Please feel free to contact me at the above phone number and email address.  

I’d be glad to take any questions you have. 

mailto:Joanne.berger@fda.hhs.gov
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